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Highlights of this paper

▪ The paper empirically analyzes the positive impact of cooperative membership on 
beef cattle farming profits in Henan, PRC. The content of the paper is substantial
and the structure is reasonable.

▪ The content of the literature review is very detailed. 

▪ The research content of this paper is relatively comprehensive. Using quantile
regression and PSM approach, the effects of cooperative membership on high
and low profit farms were further analyzed.



Some suggestions& questions

S1: The independent variable cooperative
membership (0-1) cannot reflect how long the
farmer has been a cooperative member.
▪ Eg. If the farmer joined the cooperative in later 2017, the farm profit might not be

influenced by its membership.

▪ Suggestions: Adding a new control variable (years in Co-op) OR a new
independent variable？



Some suggestions & questions

S2: Why do you choose PSM？ You can try other
research methods, such as instrumental
variables
Some deficits of PSM approach

1、PSM does not address endogeneity caused by omitted variables or selection 
bias.

2、PSM can only control the influence of some observable factors on the results,
and cannot completely solve the endogeneity problem



Some suggestions & questions

S3: What do you mean by “farm operator” in line
118 p5?
Does each farm have only one operator？

Some control variables are not defined accurately. For example, government
supervision in line122 and Table 1 is not clearly defined. What kind of supervision?
Production supervision, environment supervision or price supervision?



Some suggestions & questions

S4: Adding more control variables related to the
cooperative
Eg. Buying feed from the cooperative; Purchasing production services from a
cooperative; Training in the cooperative; Cooperative size…



Some Tips

T1: The head of the last column of Table 2 is “mean difference”. “t-test” might 
cause readers to misunderstand

T2: Changing long sentences to short sentences to improve the fluency of the 
paper.  For instance: line 165 p6

T3: Changing RMB to US dollars

T4: Table headers may add more content to be more clear. Eg. “Table 5 Estimate 
results of quantile regression: core member”



▪Thanks!


